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Single-cell RNAseq is a powerful tool for the dissection of cell populations. Multi-

ple dimension reduction (DR) tools are available to project cells on to 3-dimensional

space that allow one to visualise the heterogeneity within the assayed population,

often forming complex cellular maps. Thus far, visualisation methods for 3D em-

bedded maps are poor, and the lack of intuitive point/cell selection often hinders a

rapid exploration of finer details contained in the data. Moreover, directly compar-

ing the output from several DR methods is not possible. Here we present CellexalVR

(www.cellexalvr.med.lu.se), a feature-rich, fully interactive virtual reality environment

for the visualisation and analysis of single-cell RNAseq experiments that allows re-

searchers to intuitively and collaboratively gain an understanding of their data.

Single-cell RNAseq (scRNAseq) is a routinely used method to explore the heterogeneity of
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cell populations. As a consequence the quantity of scRNAseq data is growing rapidly with

the number of cells assayed per experiment projected to increase similarly [9] as technology

improves. Projects such as the Human Cell Atlas [7] will single-cell profile a massive number

of cells that will be of general interest to the wider scientific community, and methods are

needed for researchers of varied computational ability to access and explore it.

The analysis of single-cell RNAseq data is often performed using scripting, primarily using

packages for the R/Python languages such as monocle [10], Seurat [2] and SCANPY [12]

among others. A common step after pre-processing is a dimension-reduction (DR) where the

cells are positioned in 2-3 dimensional space to visualise heterogeneity within the assayed

populations. A number of methods are available to do this, tSNE [11], diffusion maps [3]

and UMAP [1] among others, all of which result in different projections given their differing

underlying methods. Typically this means several methods are used during the course of

an analysis and compared. Cells are often embedded into 3-dimensions because it allows

greater visual power when resolving the spatial arrangement of the cells and the clusters they

form, and indeed, when single-cell experiments are reported an increasingly common practice

is to provide a webtool where 3D DR plots can be coloured by gene/cell information and

explored in a rudimentary fashion. The visualisation of 3D embedded data is thus restricted to

2D computer displays (using OpenGL for example), and this has several shortcomings. These

plots have limited viewing angles since they have only one point of rotation at the centre

which makes it difficult to view specific sub-populations on the periphery, but importantly,

only one projection can be loaded in the same window meaning direct comparisons between

several projection methods cannot be made easily. The main drawback is the plot is still 2D

when viewed on a conventional desktop display as there is no sense of depth, thus complex

projections and the finer structures within are harder to comprehend. Furthermore these

plots are not interactive, so selecting cells for further analyses is not possible.

Here we present CellexalVR, a virtual reality (VR) platform that overcomes these issues. By

placing all dimension-reduced (DR) representations of the data in VR we have created an

immersive environment to explore and analyse scRNAseq experiments. In VR 3D DR plots
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have depth and can be interacted with and manipulated intuitively, for example, grasping and

moving them to gain any view required as if they were a physical object being held in the hand.

Multiple DR plots derived from different methods or the same methods but using different

parameters can be loaded in a single session and cross-compared with ease. For example,

cells of interest in a tSNE plot can be selected and traced to their counterparts in a diffusion

map allowing the user to directly visualise the differences between the two reduction methods.

Another use of this feature would be to determine the effect of different pre-processing steps

on the outcome when the same DR method is applied downstream.

CellexalVR comprises of two components. The first is the VR interface which has been

implemented using the Unity game engine (https://unity3d.com/), and an R package

(cellexalvrR) (https://github.com/sonejilab/cellexalvrR) that performs two functions.

The first is to undertake back-end calculations during a CellexalVR session (calculating

differentially expressed genes and correlation networks among others), and the second is to

provide simple functions that allow the user to export their scRNAseq data from an R session

to a set of input files that CellexalVR can read. Figure 1 shows a simplified workflow where

scRNAseq data is pre-processed using user-preferred methods, and the required files are

created using the functions provided by the cellexalvrR package. Figure S1 shows a mixed

reality shot taking during a session that shows the data in relation to a user. The reason for

compartmentalising CellexalVR is so bioinformaticians can alter the R package to modify/add

computational methods without needing knowledge of C# (the language used by Unity). At a

minimum CellexalVR should be provided with the gene expression data (a subset of variable

genes are recommended), and one set of DR coordinates. CellexalVR will also import cell

surface marker intensities captured during index sorting/CITEseq, and categorical metadata

for cells and genes. Detailed documentation and instructional videos are provided on the

project website.

Figure 2 shows a selection of features available in CellexalVR using data from mouse

hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells [5]. DR plot(s) are automatically loaded when a

new CellexalVR session is initiated, and when more than one is present they are all loaded
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simultaneously (Fig 2a and Movie 1). These can be coloured according to the expression of a

selected gene (here, Gata1) (Fig 2b and Movie 2) using a keyboard in the virtual environment.

A prominent feature of CellexalVR is the ability to freehand capture cells of interest by passing

them through a selection tool that extends from the action controller when activated (Fig 2c,

Movie 3). As cells pass through the tool they are coloured as they are selected, and their

counterpart in other DR plots in the session are coloured simultaneously, thus giving instant

feedback as to where these cells reside in other projections. A new group is initiated by a

left/right-click on the controller’s touchpad that changes the tool to a new colour. Once the

desired groups have been captured and confirmed one can produce a heatmap of the top N

differentially expressed genes that are calculated in R and then rendered in the VR environ-

ment (Fig 2d, Movie 4). The heatmap can be moved/resized/rearranged, but importantly, the

order of the cells in the heatmap is defined by the order in which they are passed through the

selection tool, and this is particularly useful when selecting through pseudotime projections

as this cell-order information is preserved. Clicking on a gene name in the heatmap will

recolour the DR plots by the expression of the gene selected. A second option is to generate

transcription factor correlation networks from each of the defined groups, but as they are in

the same virtual space they can be compared directly to one another to visualise which TF-TF

pairs are in common between each of the different networks (Figure S2 and Movie 6). A third

and powerful option is to trace the selected cells to their counterparts in other DR plots. Fig 2e

and Movie 7 show a group of cells that have been selected in the leftmost DDRTree projection

and then traced to their counterparts in the tSNE plot on the right. These seemingly similar

cells actually split into two further groups when both projections are considered together,

and these two groups can be captured by passing the selection tool over cubes placed on

the connecting lines. Meta-data for cells can also be overlaid with ease using the attributes

menu on the controller (Figure S3). For very dense maps with a large number of cells this

can be problematic. Figure 2f shows 116,000 cells from mouse gastrulation [6] (left), and

coloured are two mesoderm types. The space occupied by these groups is difficult to see

when obscured by uncoloured cells, so to overcome this they can be rendered in a separate

plot within a skeleton of the total map making it much clearer how these types relate to each

other (Movie 8).
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Cell surface marker information (whether it be measured via index sorting or CITEseq [8])

can also be imported and used in CellexalVR. Cells can be coloured by the expression of

a selected marker (Figure S4) and markers can also be plotted against each other from

which populations can be “gated” using the selection tool. These cells can be traced to their

counterparts in the DR plots, but also selected for further analysis using an alternative set of

surface markers (Figure S5).

CellexalVR is built on video game technology, we have taken advantage of this and introduced

multi-user mode which utilises the Photon Unity Network (PUN) where users can meet in

CellexalVR and analyse a dataset together regardless of geographical location. Voice is

transmitted by a third-party application, and we recommend Discord (https://discordapp.com/)

which is a low-latency voice over IP application used by gamers. Figure 3 shows two users in

a CellexalVR session where both have complete access to the data and the tools to analyse

it. Users can also join a session in “ghost mode”, i.e they are present in the session but

do not have a visible physical presence (head/hands) to reduce clutter in the work space.

Ghost participants do not have the ability to interact with the data but can still communicate

by voice. There is no limit on the number of participants in a session. Multi-user mode

represents a massive advance in how scientists can work collaboratively on scientific data

without restrictions that plague conventional desktop conferencing software/screen sharing

systems. All of these functions are triggered using one touch operations on the controller

mounted menu system (Fig 2a, bottom left and FigS3). Figures generated during a session

can be exported as png images, and cell selections can be exported as text files. CellexalVR

will take data from any scRNAseq method, and the current limit for the number of cells

that can be displayed in a single field-of-view is approximately 250,000 after engineering

a new collision detection method utilising octrees [4] and axis aligned bounding boxes (AABB).
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of CellexalVR. Single-cell data is processed using user-
preferred pipelines/methods after which the appropriate matrices are formatted by the R
package cellexalvrR to produce the input files and database required by CellexalVR. Bottom-
right shows the data in relation to the user whom is wearing the VR headset and is holding a
controller in each hand.

In order to expedite the learning process we have extensive documentation and tutorial

videos on the project website. CellexalVR has in-session help, and first time users can take

an introductory hands-on tutorial “level” designed to familiarise users with the controls. Our

testers became proficient in approximately 30 minutes regardless of age, video game or VR

experience. With the number of scRNAseq datasets predicted to increase rapidly, alternative

intuitive methods are required to navigate it and we have shown that virtual reality is an

extremely attractive solution for the visualisation of big-data.

Availability and system requirements.

CellexalVR is available from the project website at https://cellexalvr.med.lu.se/download

and the R backend can be installed directly from GitHub https://github.com/sonejilab/

cellexalvrR. Users will need a gaming-class computer with a high-end graphics card (for
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example an NVIDIA GTX1080) running Windows 10, and an HTC Vive VR kit comprising of

the headset, controllers and base stations. We recommend the Vive Pro that has a higher

resolution that makes reading text easier.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2: (a) Three sets of dimension reduced data (DDRTree, diffusion map, tSNE) from
mouse hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells loaded into CellexalVR with the controllers in
the foreground. (b) Cells in each DR plot coloured by the expression of Gata1 selected using
the virtual keyboard. (c) The freehand selection tool. Passing cells through the paddle selects
them into a group, and the corresponding cell in the other MDS plots are also highlighted
simultaneously. Clicking the action-controller touchpad changes the colour of the selection
tool to initiate a new group. (d) Differentially expressed genes between free-hand selected
groups displayed as a heatmap. Coloured bars at the top of the heatmap show where the
cells came from in the original selection. (e) Cells selected from the DDRTree plot (left) are
tracked to their counterpart cells in the tSNE plot (right), highlighting the fact they fall into two
further potential groups. (f) Cell types can be coloured and spawned in a different graph if
they are difficult to see in dense DR plots. Here, two-types of mesoderm have been selected
and rendered within a skeleton of the data (right) making them easier to see since they are
not obscured by uncoloured cells (left).
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Figure 3: Multiuser mode showing two participants in the same CellexalVR session. Users
can be in the same physical room using two separate workstations working between the
same trackers, or in different locations on personal VR workstations. Other users can also be
present in a session but not visible when in “ghost mode”.
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Methods

CellexalVR is built using Unity 3D (https://unity3d.com/), an engine focusing mainly on

video games. Unity handles tasks such as rendering the frames that are displayed on the

computer’s monitor and in the user’s headset, collecting input from the keyboard and the con-

trollers and forwarding events that trigger certain actions and handling all physics simulation.

Unity comes with an editor which is the primary development environment that CellexalVR was

created with. CellexalVR uses several Unity Assets, which are libraries containing scripts that

handle parts of the program logic. SteamVR (https://steamcommunity.com/steamvr) and

OpenVR (https://github.com/ValveSoftware/openvr) handles communication between

the computer, headset and controllers and VRTK (https://github.com/thestonefox/VRTK)

handles basic interaction logic such as the grabbing of objects.

Input files for CellexalVR are prepared in R using our cellexalvrR package (https://github.

com/sonejilab/cellexalvrR). An example session is given below, but in brief one creates a

cellexalvrR S4 object containing all relevant data which is then exported to correctly formatted

files using the export2cellexalvr function.

Multi-user mode is facilitated via the Photon Unity Networking (PUN, https://www.photonengine.

com/en-US/PUN) that works by sending packages that contain information about events be-

tween the users through Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). The RPC ensure that each

user’s session is synchronised with all others and each person is looking at the same

thing. Data is not transmitted over RPCs, therefore each user must have a copy of the

data being analysed locally on the machine they are using. Head models were downloaded

from NASA (https://nasa3d.arc.nasa.gov) and the arm models were made in Autodesk

(https://www.autodesk.eu/).
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In-session calculations are also performed in R using cellexalvrR. When a data set is loaded

an R server is created and initialised with the expression data. Differentially expressed

genes for heatmaps are calculated using the Wilcox test (implemented in C++ for speed) and

clustering is performed using hierarchical clustering for the top N genes (default is 250) (Fig

S5). Transcription factor networks within selected groups of cells can be calculated using the

rho value (default) from the propr package, or partial correlations from the ppcor package.

The top 130 interactions are returned by default, but is user configurable. All heatmaps and

networks are rendered in the CellexalVR UI. TFs are defined as those in the AnimalTFDB

database (urlhttp://bioinfo.life.hust.edu.cn/AnimalTFDB/).

Data formats. CellexalVR requires multiple correctly formatted files. This process is simplified

by using the R package cellexalvrR that will generate the required files, R object, and SQLite

database of expression data. At a minimum CellexalVR should be provided with:

• A matrix of gene expression data (C cells x G genes). This is processed by cellex-

alvrR to an SQLite3 database that CellexalVR queries when needed.

• At least one set of DR coordinates placing the cells in 3D space (C cells x 3). This

can be from any DR methods the user deems suitable and CellexalVR will accept more

than one DR table. These are exported as 4 column text files (*.drc) with the Cell ID in

the first column.

In addition to these, further optional files can be imported. These are:

• Surface marker intensities (C cells x S surface markers). These are recorded when

cells have been index sorted. If using CITEseq, these expression values go into this

table.

• Cell type information (C cells x T types). These allow the user to label each cell as

being of a certain type, which can then be displayed in the CellexalVR session. Cells

are marked as belonging to a class with a "1", or "0" otherwise.

• Metadata for cells (C cells x M meta). Further labels for cells, for example cell-cycle

stage.
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• Metadata for genes (G genes x M meta). For example, marking genes if they belong

to a particular category such as transcription factors, epigenetic factors, or code surface

proteins.

To export the necessary file from R, a cellexalvrR S4 object needs to be created first using

the supplied functions . A typical export process would look as follows:

library(cellexalvrR)

#The following lines load the example data from Nesterowa et al (see references).

#Data can be downloaded from cellexalvr.med.lu.se

load("log2data.RData") #expression data (matrix)

load("facs.RData") #surface marker expression (matrix)

load("cell.ids.RData") #cell IDs (matrix)

load("diff.proj.RData") #diffusion map projection coordinates (matrix)

load("ddr.proj.RData") #DDRTree projection coordinates (matrix)

load("tsne.proj.RData") #tSNE projection coordinates (matrix)

log2data[1:10,1:10] #displays the first 10 rows and columns of the expression matrix

#The next 4 lines show how the matricies should look

head(facs)

head(cell.ids)

head(diff.proj)

head(ddr.proj)

#The 3 sets of MDS coordinates are put into a single list

proj.list <- list(diffusion=diff.proj,DDRtree=ddr.proj,tSNE=tsne.proj)

names(proj.list)

#Create a cellexalvr object setting the specie to mouse

cellvr <- MakeCellexaVRObj(log2data,mds.list=proj.list,specie="mouse",
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cell.meta=cell.ids,facs.data=facs)

#Output the files to a selected folder.

export2cellexalvr(cellvr,"CellexalOut/")

More details on how to export CellexalVR ready files can be seen at https://www.cellexalvr.

med.lu.se/cellexalvrr-vignette.

Hardware. CellexalVR was developed for HTC Vive(Pro) on a gaming class workstation

comprising an Intel i7 processor, 16Gb RAM, 1Tb SSD, and an NVIDIA GTX1080 graphics

card.
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